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Normalization of Muscle Function
Chapter 9 - Cutaneous Facial Muscles Below the Brow
Start by applying a hot pack over the affected side/s
or by dawning a wool scarf for 10-15 minutes to augment the relaxation of the muscle. Alternatively, this
can be done after getting out of a hot shower.
Using your face and neck muscles move your lips way A
over to the right like you are going to shave your left
cheek and you want a smooth surface to work upon.
Hold it in this position for 3-5 deep breaths. Then move
in the other direction like you are going to shave the
other side. Again, hold this position for 3-5 seconds.
Do each side 2-3 times and then repeat the exercise 2-3
times a day. You can use your hand to apply a downward traction on your chest throughout the movement
to augment the stretch.

Massage whichever area is tender in a circular manner using the pads of your fingers (Figure A) for 4 minutes. This should be down with a light touch, because
there are blood vessels in your neck. Remember if it
has a pulse it may be best to avoid it!
Finish your self-massage with some light stroking
motion with your hands crossed starting just below
your chin and in a downward direction toward your
chest for 30 seconds (Figure B). Do this massage 2-3
times a day.
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Place the pads of your index finger on any tender point that you encounter and apply a pressure to it to
the feather’s edge of real pain. As your finger rests there the pain should dissipate or the point should melt.
Adjust your pressure so that it increases to try and keep the same amount of discomfort at the tender point.
It should disappear. Any pulsating objects that you find in your neck may be your carotid artery and should
not be held with deep pressure applied.
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No one ever taught us in medical school how to do what I am about to share with you now, but they did
teach us about the harmful effects of stress upon our physical bodies and our emotions. We live in a tense
society and are expected to shoulder a lot of things and keep a stiff upper lip. Hence, it is no wonder that we
carry so much tension in our shoulders, upper back, neck and jaw.
Meditation and achieving the relaxation response have been documented countless time to benefit everything from pain to asthma to cardiovascular disease.
The Hamsa or “I am that” meditation is designed to promote relaxation of the mind and body through
focused thought. By repeating the words “So” & “Hum” with respiration it reaffirms our contentment with
mere existence and de-emphasizes our thoughts on pain, depression and anxiety.
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Position: Either sitting comfortably in a high back chair
(figure A), sitting in the lotus position (figure B) or laying
flat on the floor (figure C)…really any position that is
comfortable for you to be in.
The breath: Breath deeply in and out through your nose
with your tongue resting comfortably on the roof of your
mouth. If your place a hand below your belly button
and one on your chest they should be rising and falling
together.
The preparation: Start at your fingertips and try to relax
any tension that you feel in your muscles of your hand.
Progress your focus up your arms…then into your
neck…then into your head…then down your neck to your
shoulders, chest and back…then to your stomach and
low back…then to your buttocks and eventually to your
thighs, legs and feet.
Focus: As you breath listen to the sound of your breath.
The sound “so” accompanies inhalation and “hum”
accompanies exhalation. Let the two sounds quietly
reverberate in your time with each breath. After a time
of repeating the “sohum” in your mind count an inhalation and exhalation “1” and then repeat “sohum” with
one breath. Then take two counting breaths in your
mind and repeat “sohum” once. Then take three counting breaths and again repeat “sohum.” This can be
continued indefinitely, but once you lose your place go
backwards from the level you last remember…”3…2…1…”
I usually only count up to 4 and back again, but you will
probably surpass me.

